Abstract-This paper discusses soft error immunity of sub threshold SRAM presenting neutron-and alpha-induced soft error rates (SER) in 65-nm lOT SRAM over a wide range of supply voltages from 1.0 to 0.3 V. The results show that the neutron-induced SER at 0.3 V is 7.8 times as high as that at 1.0 V.
I. INTRODUCTION
Supply voltage scaling is a key to reduce the power dissipa tion in a CMOS digital circuit. Especially, an aggressive volt age scaling down to threshold voltage can achieve a significant reduction in power dissipation [1] . Therefore, subthreshold circuits that operate at a lower supply voltage than the thresh old voltage are promising for ultra-low power applications, such as processors for sensor networks and medical applica tions. However, subthreshold circuits are extremely sensitive to manufacturing variability and environmental fluctuation. This sensitivity has been a major concern, and many researchers have investigated ways to cope with it [2] , [3] . However, little attention has been paid to the vulnerability of subthreshold circuits to radiation particles.
Studies have shown that the neutron-induced soft error rate (SER) in static random access memory (SRAM) increases as the supply voltage is lowered [4] , [5] . This is because reducing the supply voltage decreases the energy required to cause upsets. These studies, however, were done using a voltage between the nominal supply voltage and 0.8 V. If the SER in the subthreshold region was much larger than that in the super threshold (nominal supply voltage) region, it would not be appropriate to use subthreshold circuits in actual applications. Therefore, subthreshold circuits, especially SRAM, need to be made immune to soft errors. Besides, in terrestrial environ ment, soft errors are induced by alpha particles emitted from package material and neutrons originating from cosmic ray. We thus need to understand alpha-and neutron-induced soft error mechanisms and characterize immunity of subthreshold SRAM.
This paper discusses soft error immunity of subthreshold SRAM to both neutron and alpha, and presents measurement results of alpha-and neutron-induced soft errors in lOT SRAM over a wide range of supply voltages between 1.0 and 0.3 V reported in [6] - [8] . This paper also mentions future trends on neutron-induced soft error.
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II. TEST STRUCTURE AND EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
A test chip including a 256 kb lOT SRAM was fabricated in a 65-nm CMOS process with triple well structure. Figure 1 shows the cell structure of the lOT SRAM. This SRAM can operate even at 0.3 V, because the cross-coupled inverters are large enough to mitigate threshold voltage variability. The size of a memory unit is 4.4 !Jm x 0.8 !Jm. In order to investigate the contribution of the parasitic bipolar action, which will be explained in the next section, to the occurrence of MCUs, we implemented two types of memory cell arrays having different distances between the well ties; 25.6 !Jm (wide) and 6.4 !Jm (narrow).
Vulnerability of a memory cell to radiation particles is often evaluated using critical charge, which is defined as the minimum charge required to flip the data stored in a memory cell. Figure 2 shows the critical charge obtained by circuit simulation with a double exponential current model. The critical charge decreases as the supply voltage is reduced, which means that a reduction in the supply voltage degrades immunity to radiation particles.
Radiation experiments were carried out as follows. Acceler ated high-energy-neutron SER measurements were perfonned at the Research Center for Nuclear Physics (RCNP) at Osaka University, Japan [5] . The energy spectrum of the RCNP neutron source is similar to the terrestrial neutron energy spectrum [5] , [9] . For alpha irradiation, we used an Am-241 foil as an alpha particle source. The main peak energy of the alpha particle is 5.49 MeV. The foil was placed immediately above the die in accordance with JEDEC standards.
III. NEUTRON-INDUCED SOFT ERRORS

A. Mechanism
Neutrons indirectly induce soft-error through reaction with atomic nucleus of transistor materials as shown in Figure 3 . The nuclear reaction generates charged secondary particles like protons, alpha particles and heavy ions. The charged particle generates electron-hole pairs on the particle track and deposits charge. The generated charge is collected to drain by drift and diffusion, and causes soft error.
Multiple cell upsets (MCUs) induced by a single neutron are becoming a serious concern [5] , [9] , [10] . MCUs can be mostly mitigated by interleaving and ECC (error correction code). On the other hand, as the number of upsets for an event becomes larger, MCU patterns which cannot be eliminated by interleaving and ECC are more likely to arise. Such critical MCUs are called MBU (multiple bit upsets), and they prevent massively-parallel high-performance computing systems and highly reliability-demanding applications from being implemented and operated. Besides, there are four possible mechanisms of MCU; (1) successive hits of an ion, (2) multi hits by multiple ions, (3) charge drift/diffusion (charge sharing), and (4) parasitic bipolar action. Among these, (3) charge sharing and (4) parasitic bipolar action are major mechanisms at the nominal supply voltage. Charge sharing causes MCU due to charge diffusion to multiple cells. Parasitic bipolar action triggered by changing well potential flips multiple cells in a well. Figure 4 illustrates the parasitic bipolar action. Holes generated by a neutron-induced nuclear reaction increase the voltage of the p-well, which is equivalent to the base-emitter voltages of the parasitic bipolar transistors, due to well resistance. Consequently, the collector-emitter currents of the parasitic bipolar transistors increase, which causes MCUs. In terms of supply voltage, these two mechanisms have opposite tendencies. As the supply voltage becomes lower, the critical charge becomes smaller, which results in SER increase. On the other hand, parasitic bipolar action becomes less active, and consequently SER decreases. As a mixture of these two tendencies, the dependency of MCU on voltage is determined. Figure 5 shows the neutron-induced SER as a function of the supply voltage. The SER increases as the supply voltage is reduced. The SER at 0.3 V is 7.8 times higher than at 1.0 V. Figure 6 illustrates the dependence of the SBU and MCU rates on the supply voltage. The MCU rate was derived by dividing the number of failing bits (for example, a "2b MCU" was considered to be two errors) by the measurement period. The SBU rate dramatically increases as the supply voltage is reduced.
B. Measurem ent results
As described with Fig. 2 , the decrease in the supply voltage reduces the critical charge. Ibe et al. [11] reported that SBU is dominated more significantly as scaling proceeds due to lighter particles such as protons and alpha particles, which are secondary particles produced by the nuclear reaction between neutrons and Si. Although rigidly speaking the reduction in the supply voltage and the device miniaturization are different in terms of the sensitive volume and the charge collection efficiency, the supply voltage reduction corresponds to the device miniaturization in terms of the critical charge. Decom position of SEUs into their triggering secondary particles will be discussed in Section III-C. On the other hand, the dependence of the MCU rate on the supply voltage is smaller than that of the SBU rate. Contributions of lighter particles to MCUs are less than those to SBUs [11] . Previous work [9] has shown that the MCU rate is less sensitive to the supply voltage between 1.2 and 0.7 V and concluded that this is because most neutron-induced MCUs are caused by the parasitic bipolar action. Interestingly, however, the MCU rate shown in Fig. 6 slightly increases when the supply voltage is below 0.5 Y. Remind that charge sharing and parasitic bipolar action have opposite directions in terms of supply voltage, as mentioned in Section III-A. While the parasitic bipolar action is the dominant mechanism of MCUs in the super-threshold region in our design, the effect of charge-sharing becomes larger in the subthreshold region, which results in the increase in the MCU rate between 0.3 and 0.5 V, as depicted in Fig. 6 .
Finally, the MCU distributions in the memory cells with wide and narrow well-tie distances are shown in Fig. 7 . Large bit MCUs are likely to occur in memory cells with a wide well tie distance compared to ones with a narrow well-tie distance. A decrease in the supply voltage also increases the probability of large-bit MCUs due to the decrease in the critical charge. 8-bit MCU was observed at 0.3Y.
C. Simulation
To investigate the secondary particles contributing SEUs, a Monte-Carlo simulation was performed using PHITS (Particle and Heavy Ion Transport code System) [12] . PHITS was employed to simulate neutron-induced soft errors together with a 3-D TCAD (Technology Computer Aided Design) simulator [13] . In the present work, on the other hand, the collected charge is calculated by a sensitive volume model [14] . Figure 8 shows the simulated SEU probability including both SBU and MCU per neutron flux as a function of critical charge at the incident angles of 60° and 0°. Individual con tributions from secondary H (proton), He (alpha), and heavier ions to the SEU are separated for the result of 0° in Figure 8 . There is little difference between the SEU probabilities at the angles of 60° and 0°. On the other hand, the critical charge Simulated SEU probability of each ion as a function of critical charge [7] .
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of our lOT SRAM in OA-V operation is estimated by circuit simulation to be lA fC (Figure 2) . Therefore, He and heavier ions are the dominant secondary ions causing SEUs in OA V operation because these ions occupy 89 % of the SEU probability at lA fC of critical charge.
At OAV operation, protons are not dominant, but an upcom ing result with other SRAM at 0.19V will present a dramatic SEU increase, which is well explained by proton contribution [ 15] .
IV. ALPH A-INDUCED SOFT ERRORS
Alpha particles, which are charged particles unlike neutrons, directly cause electron-hole pairs and deposits charge, which induces soft error, as illustrated in Fig. 3 . Energy of alpha particles attenuates even in air and they cannot penetrate 
.. . • . deeply into materials. Figure 9 shows the measured SERs as a function of the sup ply voltage of the memory cell array. SER has an exponential dependence on the supply voltage, and SER at 0.3 Y is six times higher than that at 1.0 V. Figure 10 shows the measured MCU distribution at VDD = 300 mY. Compared with the MCU distribution induced by neutron (Fig. 7) , the number of bits of alpha-particle-induced MCUs is smaller, and 98% of them are 2-bit MCUs.
Y. CONCLUSION
This paper presented neutron-and alpha-induced soft errors in subthreshold SRAM. With the 10-T subthreshold SRAM designed for 0.3Y read and write operations fabricated in 65 nm CMOS technology, we observed 8x and 6x soft error increases at 0.3V for alpha and neutron, respectively, compared to l.OY operation. 8-bit MCU was induced by neutron at 0.3Y, which suggests large-scale and/or reliability-demanding ultra low-voltage circuits need MCU mitigation techniques. While protons are not dominant secondary particles at OAY in this SRAM, a clear observation that secondary protons are causing SEUs will be presented soon [15] , and designers must pay attention to drastic SER increase. Near-threshold computing at 11nm, which is drawing attention in exa-scale computing, is likely to face with this secondary proton problem.
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